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Conjugate (Solid/Fluid) Computational Fluid Dynamics
Analysis of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor
Nozzle/Case and Case Field Joints
D. Doran, NASA/MSFC, L. W. Keeton, P. J. Dionne,
and A. K. Singhal, CFD Research Corporation
This work describes three-dimensional, conjugate
(solid/fluid) heat transfer analyses of new designs of the
Solid Rocket Motor (SRrq) nozzle/case and case field Joints.
The main focus of the study has been to predict the
consequences of multiple "rips" (or debonds) in the ambient
cure adhesive packed between the nozzle/case Joint surfaces
and the bond line between the mating field Joint surfaces.
The models calculate the transient temperature responses of
the various materials neighboring postulated flow/leakpaths
into, past and out from the nozzle/case primary O-ring cavity
and case field capture O-ring cavity. These results were
used to assess if the design was failsafe (i.e. no potential
O-ring erosion) and reusable (i.e. no excessive steel
temperatures).
The models are adaptions and extensions of the general
purpose PHOENICS fluid dynamics code.
A non-orthogonal coordinate system was employed and 11,592
control cells for the nozzle/case and 20,088 for the case
field joints are used with non-uniform distribution.
Physical properties of both fluid and solids are temperature
dependent.
A number of parametric studies were run for both joints with
results showing temperature limits for reuse for the steel
case on the nozzle joint being exceeded while the steel case
temperatures for the field Joint were not. 0-ring
temperatures for the nozzle Joint predicted erosion while for
the field Joint they did not.
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